The essay makes a thorough and systematic study about a mean-maximum deviation portfolio optimization model. First, we make a careful analysis about the problem and build a model about this kind of problem. The essay gives two kind of different and characteristic solutions-linear programming solution and critical line solution.
Introduction
In the path-breaking work on Portfolio Selection, Markowitz (1952) developed the concept of an efficient portfolio in terms of the expected return and standard deviation of return. Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) has become one of the most important bases in modern capital market, and been applied widely in the practice of investment. In the absence of specific knowledge of investor's preference, however, it cannot be determined which of any two efficient portfolios is better. Baumel (1963) 
criteria yield a smaller efficient set, which is a subset of the Markowitz efficient set, and therefore reduces the range of alternatives from which the investor has to select his portfolio. Recently, Li (2000) studied the optimal portfolio selection with transaction costs. Hiroshi Konno discussed the mean-absolute deviation portfolio optimization model and its applications.
In this paper we discuss the mean-maximum deviation portfolio optimization model. More precisely, we seek to define portfolio that produces maximal yield and at the same time satisfies constraints on minimum risk. Our aim is to develop a theory similar to Markowitz theory for optimal mean-variance portfolios and provide algorithmic tools for computing such portfolios. Our emphasis here is on algorithms because, unlike optimal mean-variance portfolios, the meanmaximum deviation portfolio optimization model generally defy analysis with simple analytical tools.
Let's consider such a problem; assume a company selects kinds of securities i S ) , , 2 , 1 ( n i Λ = to invest. The expected yield rate of i S is i R , and the risk of i S is i q . The company defines that the total risk of portfolio is measured by the maximum risk of i S . Assume the interest rate is 0 r at the same period and without any risk. How to define the investing weight of the a kinds of securities to make the expected yield rate of the portfolio to possible maximum, and the total risk to possible minimum.
Denote the risk of portfolio is c q , the expected yield rate of the portfolio is c R . i x is the investing weight of bought 
Then we know that the feasible set X is a closed bounded polyhedral convex set. 
Solve n problems of linear programming i LP separately: Using this method, under a group of given expected yield rate of the portfolio, we can get a relevant group of optimal weights to minimum its risk.
The critical line solution of the model
Now we consider the model ) (I and ) (II . 
Similarly, we can define the concepts of iso-expected-yield-rate super-plane of portfolio, iso-risk super-curved-surface of portfolio, critical line, etc.
Difinition 1: In the weight space
, given the expected yield rate of portfolio c R , the super-plane defined by the equation (1) figure 1 . With the line segment OB from O to B, the risk presented by the iso-risk line increases steadily.
Denote a iso-expected-yield super-plane (such as 3 f in figure 1 ). Above the segment OB, the risk on the so-expected-yield super-plane decrease from the top down to the point of intersection (point M) of this plane and the segment OB. Below the segment OB, the risk on this plane decreases from the right to the left, until to the point of intersection (point M) of this plane and the segment OB. We call the point of intersection the first kind of tangency point of the so-expected-yield super-plane and the iso-risk super-curve; we call the locus of these points of intersection the first kind critical line. Its equation is According to the definition, the critical line of portfolio is a continuous space broken line, we mark the broken point respectively as:
H . According the definition of critical line, given any an expected yield rate, we can find the optimal weight of portfolio, which make the risk minimum on critical line. At the same time, given any a denoted risk of portfolio, we can find the optimal weight of portfolio that can make the expected yield rate maximum on critical line. So we need only to solve the critical line equation of portfolio, in order to find the solution of model ) (I or ) (II .
According to the definition of critical line, the risk, the expected yield rate and the weight at point
should be respectively: 
According to equations (3), (4), (5), we know: With different c R or c q , using critical line equation (1) or (2), we can find respectively their optimal weight (See Table  1 or 2). With different c R , using the linear programming solution, we can find their optimal weight (Table 1) .
Conclusion
Our essay gives two ways to solve a mean-maximum deviation portfolio optimization model. One is the linear programming solution. The other is the critical line solution. Both of the solution can find the optimal solution of the problem, and both the simulated numbers results are identical. The linear programming solution can only find the optimal weight of portfolio which make the risk to minimum while given the expected yield rate, but it is helpless to find the optimal weight of portfolio which make the expected yield rate to maximum while given the risk. And the linear programming solution can only find the solution under given data. However, the critical line solution can resolve both of these problems. Table 2 . Given different c q , the optimal weight of portfolio and its max-expected-yield-rate 
